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FLYBOYS iPAD CASES AND ACCESSORIES
PIVOT LOW PROFILE SINGLE SUCTION CUP MOUNT 

The PIVOT Low Profile Suction Cup Mount similar the 
popular PIVOT Classic Suction Cup Mount, featuring an 
improved suction cup locking mechanism that allows an 
even greater range of adjustability and flexibility. Attaches 
to any non-porous surface with unshakable grip due to the 
powerful aviation-grade Locking Suction Cup. Both the 
mounting plate and arm are adjustable to provide the ideal 
device viewing angle for almost any application. 

 P/N 11-19547 ...........$48.95

CHECKLIST RING 1.75 IN DIAMETER BLUE 
The classic, combat-tested FlyBoys Checklist Rings that 
have been in widespread use throughout the military for 
many years, and are the #1 checklist ring in use by the 
US Air Force. Designed to accommodate standard-size 

checklists, the FlyBoys Checklist Rings are 1.75 inches when locked, 
and feature the FlyBoys-exclusive stainless steel locking mechanism. 
The ring is constructed from heavy duty monofilament plastic, ensuring 
years of trouble-free use in the toughest operational environments.
 P/N 13-24428 ...........$13.90

CHECKLIST RING BRAIDED STAINLESS CORE CLEAR 
Note: Sold as a pack of 5
Designed to accommodate standard-size checklists, these 
FlyBoys Checklist Rings incorporate the same features of 
the popular FB1000 FlyBoys Checklist Rings, with a PVC-

coated braided stainless steel ring for maximum strength and durability. The 
result is an ultra heavy-duty ring that should last a lifetime in the toughest 
operational environments. These rings are 1.75 inches when locked, and 
feature a FlyBoys-exclusive stainless steel locking mechanism.
Made in the USA .........................................P/N 13-24429 .............$1.55

PIVOT LOW PROFILE KNEEBOARD ADAPTER 
Transform a FB3316 FlyBoys Reversible Kneeboard or 
FB1316 FlyBoys Classic Kneeboard into an Electronic 
Flight Bag Leg Mount with the PIVOT Low Profile 

Kneeboard Adapter and PIVOT case. The molded base and rotating 
mounting plate offer the slimmest, most secure design for mounting a 
device on the pilot’s thigh. The kneeboard insert is a folding clipboard 
replacement. Just insert into the clipboard pocket and feed the map strap 
under and through the mounting plate.........P/N 11-19551 ...........$29.95

XL CHECKLIST RING BLACK 
Note: Sold as a pack of 5
Designed to accommodate thicker checklists, the FlyBoys XL 
Checklist Rings are 2.25 inches when locked, compared to 
1.50 inches for the standard-sized FB1000 Checklist Rings, 

and feature the FlyBoys-exclusive stainless steel locking mechanism. The 
ring is constructed from heavy duty monofilament plastic, ensuring years of 
trouble-free use in the toughest operational environments.
Black ............................................................P/N 13-24430 .............$1.50
Opaque ........................................................P/N 13-24431 .............$1.50PIVOT LEG STRAP 

Compact, streamlined, and ergonomic, the PIVOT Leg 
Strap securely mounts any PIVOT case to the pilot’s leg, 
while providing a wide range of adjustability. Includes two 
adjustable leg straps to ensure a comfortable fit, while 

the locking tab and textured underside ensures the leg strap remains 
securely in place through all phases of flight. The included belt tether 
provides extra security by keeping the leg strap firmly in position, even 
while walking ...............................................P/N 11-19552 ...........$39.95

CHECKLIST RING XXL 
Note: Sold as a pack of 5
Designed to accommodate even the thickest checklists, 
the FlyBoys 7” XXL Checklist Rings are 2.5 inches when 
locked, featuring a FlyBoys-exclusive stainless steel 

locking mechanism. The heavy duty steel core is PVC coated, ensuring 
years of trouble-free use in the toughest operational environments.
 P/N 13-24432 .............$8.50

REVERSIBLE EYELET STRIP 
The Eyelet Strip for the FlyBoys Reversible Kneeboad can 
serve as a replacement for the Eyelet Strip that is included 
with the Reversible Kneeboard, or as an additional hot-
swappable eyelet strip that allows pilots to quickly and 

easily switch between checklists or other publications. Helps keep 
checklists, inflight guides, and more, organized and ready to switch as 
mission requirements dictate. Simply snap the buttons together on both 
sides when affixing to the kneeboard, and press along the entire strip to 
set it in place................................................P/N 13-24448 .............$7.50

CHECKLIST BOOK JEPPESEN 5.5X8.5IN 
The FlyBoys Jepp Checklist Book is designed to 
accommodate 8.5 x 5.5 inch Jeppesen charts and to provide 
extra space for larger checklist pages. Also accommodates 
standard letter sized pages (8.5 x 11 inch) that are folded in 
half. Constructed from the same high quality frosted plastic 
as the standard FlyBoys Checklist Book, the FlyBoys Jepp 

Checklist Book is extremely durable, heat and cold tolerant, and capable 
of providing years of trouble-free use in the most demanding operational 
environments while providing superior protection for its contents. Includes 
25 plastic pages ............................................ P/N 13-24443 ...........$19.50REVERSIBLE KNEEBOARD 

The unique reversible design accommodates all pilots, left 
and right-handed, and can be configured to suit the pilot’s 
preferences and mission requirements. All pouches and pen 
pockets are removable and secured in place with hook and 
loop fasteners. The durable 600D fabric ensures years of 

trouble-free use in the most demanding operational environments. Like the 
FlyBoys Classic Kneeboard, the FlyBoys Reversible Kneeboard features 
seven eyelets for securing checklists, plastic checklist pages, in-flight guides, 
and more. The 5 x 8” clipboard can secure standard approach plates. 
The clipboard can also be removed to accommodate PIVOT Low Profile 
Kneeboard Adapter (sold separately) for mounting any devices protected by a 
PIVOT case. The FlyBoys Reversible Kneeboard is the kneeboard of choice 
for military and civilian pilots everywhere .........P/N 13-24444 ...........$39.95

PUBS BAG F-16 VIPER BLACK 
Specifically designed in cooperation with active F-16 
squadrons for the F-16 Pubs Bin, the FlyBoys F-16 Viper 
Pubs Bag fits perfectly in the F-16 cockpit. Flight-tested and 
aircrew approved, with countless flight hours logged. Keeps 
flight publications secure, organized, and conveniently within 
reach during flight. Find out why the FlyBoys F-16 Viper 

Pubs Bag is the in-flight publications storage option of choice for F-16 pilots 
everywhere, and order yours today ................P/N 13-24433 ...........$31.50

LEG STRAP 
The FlyBoys Belt Loop Leg Strap secures the FlyBoys 
Reversible Kneeboard, preventing it from slipping while 
walking around or exiting the aircraft. Attaches to the 
MOLLE attachment loops on the back of the Reversible 
Kneeboard ............................P/N 13-24445 .............$5.40

MISSION PUBLICATIONS PUBS BAG - OLIVE 
FlyBoys most popular pubs bag, the FlyBoys Regular 
Pubs bag is rugged, versatile, and easy to use. Combat 
tested, with countless flight hours in a myriad of different 
aircraft, this PubsBag is ideal for organizing and storing 
checklists, charts, approach books, headsets, and more 
for easy access in-flight. Despite it’s compact appearance 
when empty, the Regular PubsBag offers plenty of storage. 
The main storage compartment expands up to 5.5 inches, 
and features an interior divider for organizing contents. 

The front and rear compartments also expand, giving the entire bag the 
ability to expand from just 1 inch thick when empty, to 8.5 inches when 
fully loaded. The sides of the bags feature a dual-pen holder on one side, 
and a flexible side pocket on the other, perfect for storing a water bottle, 
sunglasses, a flashlight, and more ............... P/N 13-24435 ...........$27.75

DELUXE PEN LOOP 
The FlyBoys Deluxe Pen Loop is the highest quality, 
most versatile and most comfortable means to help pilots 

prevent FOD in the cockpit due to dropped pens or pencils, and keeps 
writing implements at the ready for times when it may be necessary to 
copy information with little to no notice. It is fully adjustable and will fit 
most hands, is ambidextrous and perfect for right and left-handed pilots, 
and the pen holder pivots to support a wide-range of angles.
 P/N 13-24440 .............$8.50

T-6 NAVMASTER PUBS BAG 
The FlyBoys T-6 NavMaster SaddleBag is absolutely a must-
have for all T-6 student pilots and instructor pilots. Working 
directly with the instructors at Sheppard AFB, the FlyBoys 
team designed this exclusive bag to provide the ideal product 
for transporting and storing flight publications, while greatly 

enhancing safety of flight. The bag is designed for precise installation on 
the glare-shield, allowing student and instructor pilots to access publications 
without going “heads down” during critical phases of flight, and without 
causing any obstruction of their view outside the cockpit. Organize and pre-
position necessary publications in the low-profile side-by-side compartments. 
No T-6 student or instructor pilot should consider flying without the FlyBoys 
T-6 NavMaster SaddleBag. ...........................P/N 13-24449 ...........$41.75

FLYBOYS FLEXIBLE CLIPBOARD 
The lightweight and durable flexible plastic construction 
provides an excellent writing surface and a stable 
platform for checklists, while conforming to the pilot’s leg 
for maximum comfort. This clipboard is the only suitable 

alternative to rigid aluminum clipboards ......P/N 13-24438 ...........$11.50

T-38 PUBS BAG 
Specifically designed for the AT/T-38, with countless 
flight hours spent developing, testing and optimizing the 
design for AT/T-38 pilots. The resulting FlyBoys AT/T-
38 Pubs bag is a quantum leap ahead of the traditional 
government-issued rubber-canvas T-38 pubs bags.
 P/N 13-24437 ...........$27.75
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